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a b s t r a c t

A bellows-type Reciprocating-Mechanism Driven Heat Loops (RMDHL) is a novel heat
transfer device that could attain a high heat transfer rate through a reciprocating flow of
the working fluid inside the heat transfer device. Although the device has been tested and
validated experimentally, analytical or numerical study has not been undertaken to un-
derstand its working mechanism and provide guidance for the device design. In an effort
to improve earlier numerical models of the RMDHL, different turbulence models for the
RMDHL design have been studied and compared with prior experimental results to select
the most suitable turbulence modeling techniques. The governing equations have been
numerically solved using a CFD solver. For the three-dimensional fluid flow, several tur-
bulence models have been studied for the RMDHL, including Standard, RNG, and Realiz-
able k-ɛ Models, Standard and SST k-ω Models, Transition k -kL-ω Model and the Tran-
sition SST Model. The results of the simulations have been analyzed and ranked using
numerical model calibration template. It was found that the standard k-ω Models pro-
vided the least accurate results while the RNG-k-ɛ Model provided the most accurate
predictions. It is expected that the results will help improve the accuracy of the work on
the RMDHL modeling.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cao and Gao [1,2] conceived, designed and tested novel solenoid and bellows-type Reciprocating Mechanism Driven
Heat Loops (RMDHL) or the reciprocating-flow heat loops, which attains a reciprocating flow of the working fluid inside the
heat transfer device without requiring a reciprocating motion of the entire heat transfer device. The RMDHL, includes a
hollow loop having an interior flow passage, an amount of working fluid filled within the loop, and a reciprocating driver.
The heat loop has an evaporator section, a condenser section, and a liquid reservoir. The reciprocating driver is integrated
with a liquid reservoir and facilitates a reciprocating flow of the working fluid within the heat loop, so that liquid is supplied
from the condenser section to the evaporator section and a high heat transfer rate from the evaporator section to the
condenser section is achieved. Temperature uniformity is also attained when the air is evacuated from the loop and the
working fluid hermetically sealed within the loop is under a substantially saturated condition. Considering the advantages
of coolant leakage free and the absence of cavitation problems for aerospace related applications, RMDHL could be an
alternative to a conventional LCS for electronic cooling applications.
er Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
.
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Nomenclature

A Area [m2]
Cp Specific heat [J/kg K]
Di Inside tube diameter [m]
Do Tube outside diameter [m]
Dh Hydraulic diameter [m]
H Height of rectangular channel [m]
h Heat-transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
k Thermal conductivity [W/m2K]
L length
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s]
n Reciprocating pump stroke frequency cycles/s
Nu Nusselt number: h/(k/Dh)
p pressure [Pa]
Q̇ Heat-transfer rate [W]
q volume flow rate [m3/s]
Re Reynolds number: (ρVD)/μ
Reω kinetic Reynolds number: ωx

v
max
2

[m]
r Tube inside radius [m]
S Stroke [m]
T Temperature [°C]
U Overall heat-transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
t time s

Greek letters

δ Flow penetration
σT Standard deviation

α Surface effectiveness: ν
ω
2

μ Dynamic viscosity [kg/ms]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
ω pump frequency [rad/s]
τ cycle period s
σ Constant: ( )α − +

α
C C2 48

1
2

2
2

3

Subscript

ave average value
c condenser
e evaporator
in inlet
m mean value
min minimum value
max maximum value
n direction normal to the wall
p pump piston
out outlet
s surface
t tubing
w wall

Superscript

¼- time-averaged quantity
→ vector
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The types of flows that are typical of the RMDHL environment are characterized by unsteady (oscillatory flow and
oscillatory pressure), 2-D/3-D (complex geometry), compressible (low Mach number), turbulent, and unsteady fluid flows as
well as conduction and turbulent convection heat transfer. Other conditions include sudden changes in cross-section and
isothermal and adiabatic boundary conditions [3–5]. As a result, understanding the heat transfer and pressure drop in the
RMDHL under operating conditions will require accurate and robust Computational Fluid dynamics (CFD) and turbulence
modeling capability is critical to the success of the CFD. It is understandable that turbulence is arguably the most chal-
lenging area in CFD. No single model or modeling approach can cover all types of turbulent flows; different types of tur-
bulence models have been developed in the past decades [6–19]. Due to the lack of suitable correlations for oscillating flow
conditions in the literature, correlations derived from steady state unidirectional flow assumptions are normally adopted for
reciprocating flows [20–23].

Ahn and Ibrahim [11] conducted a two dimensional oscillating flow analysis simulating the gas flow inside Stirling heat
exchangers for laminar and turbulent oscillating pipe flow. In the study, the performance evaluation of the K-ɛ model was
made to explore its suitability to quasi-steady turbulent models in unsteady oscillating flow analysis. Ibrahim et al. [12]
investigated the usefulness of a low Reynolds number version of k-ɛ to model the laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow in
an oscillatory pipe flow between two parallel plates with a sudden change in cross section using. Su et al. [13] used the RANS
method with Saffman's turbulence model to solve the time-dependent turbulent Navier–Stokes and energy equations for
oscillating pipe flows. Wang and Lu [16] investigated oscillating turbulent channel flow with heat transfer using the large
eddy simulation (LES) technique. The conclusion in all the works reviewed above is that the unidirectional flows models in
some cases either does not include the effect of phase lag in heat transfer or does not reflect the influence of the oscillation
frequency on the heat transfer and has sometimes proved to be inappropriate. Hence appropriate attention is required in
selection of a suitable model.

In addition, majority of the investigations on the heat transfer in turbulent oscillating pipe flow has focused on the
Stirling engines and Vuilleumier heat pumps type systems or high Reynolds number open channel applications. These
systems typically use 2 cylinder volumes, which are located at different temperature levels. The volumes are periodically
changed by pistons and displacers forcing the working fluid to oscillate within the process [21], in which it is convenient to
the heat removal and heat addition to the working fluid in two separate analysis. Numerical modeling for the RMDHL
requires that the heat removal and heat addition processes be coupled and the fluid flow and heat transfer must be si-
mulated simultaneously. Depending on the Reynolds number the accuracy of the turbulence prediction can be affected



Fig. 1. The (a)geometric and (b)boundary conditions for this study.
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based on heating or cooling. Fig. 1 is the schematic model for the RMDHL to be studied. The purpose of this study is to
determine the most suitable turbulence model that produces the closest approximation to equilibrium conditions on the
cold plate of the RMDHL.

Turbulence models can be classified as Zero, One, Two or Stress equation models based on the number of partial dif-
ferential equations solved in addition to the mean flow equation [6]. The k-ɛ, k-kL and the k-ω models belong to the two
equation models. The standard and modified forms of the k-ɛ model is used in a majority of flows reported in literature.
While the equally popular Transition k -kL-ω and Transition SST are three equation models. This study will compare the
accuracy of the predictions of the Standard k- ɛ Model, Renormalization-group (RNG) k- ɛ Model, Realizable k- ɛ Model,
Standard k- ω, Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k- ω Model and Transition SST Model.
2. Design and construction of a concept-demonstration model of the bellows-type RMDHL

The prototype used for this investigation is shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding design, construction and specifi-
cations have been presented in [1,2]. One of the most important relations that describes the critical requirement for the
operation of the heat loop is given as below:

≥ + + ( )A S A L A L A L2 1p c C t t e e

The length and average interior cross-sectional area of the evaporator are denoted by Le and Ae, respectively, the length
and average interior cross-sectional area of the connection tubing between the evaporator and the condenser are Lt and At,
the length and interior cross-sectional area of each condenser section are Lc and Ac. The piston cross-sectional area and
reciprocating stroke are Ap and S, respectively. From the dimensions of the heat loop in Fig. 1b, the critical S was calculated
as 7 cm and based on the ease of manufacturing, a value of 7.62 cm was used for the reciprocatory driver.



Fig. 2. Experimental setup: (a) overall arrangement and (b) thermocouple locations on the cold plate (size in mm).
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3. Experimental study and test results of the bellows-type RMDHL demonstration model

The experimental setup for the bellows-type RMDHL demonstration model is similar to the setup shown in Fig. 2 [2,24].
The setup includes electric heaters for supplying heat to the cold plate of the heat loop, a DC power supply to the re-
ciprocating driver, a control circuit board to control the reciprocating frequency of the driver, a constant temperature cir-
culator to maintain a constant coolant inlet temperature of 10 °C to the condenser, which would also control the operating
temperature level of the heat loop, a data acquisition system, and the fabricated heat loop. Eight Omega flexible heaters
(four on each side of the cold plate) are clamped by two aluminum plates onto the cold plate with insulation layers
sandwiched between the heaters and clamping plates. Each heater has a dimension of 2 cm by 12 cm and could provide a
heat input up to 200 W.

Twelve thermocouples were placed at different locations of the heat loop. Nine of them (numbered as No. 1 through No.
9) are placed on the top surface of the cold plate at different locations for the study of temperature uniformity on the cold
plate. Fig. 2b shows detailed locations of these thermocouples. One thermocouple is placed near the condenser and another
two thermocouples are placed on two ends of the bellows pump to monitor the heat loop temperature distribution in
addition to those on the cold plate. These three thermocouples are numbered, respectively, as T10, T11, and T12, as shown in
Fig. 2b.

During the experimentation, the heat loss from the clamping plate to the ambient was amounted to be less than 1%.
Therefore, the sources of the experimental uncertainty were primarily due to the instruments themselves. The scanning
thermocouple thermometer has an accuracy of 70.1% of reading 70.4 °C. The power meter has an accuracy of 7(1%
reading þ5 digits). So the maximum uncertainty for the temperature and heat power measurements would be 1.0% and 2%,
respectively.
4. Formulations of the numerical study

It should be pointed out that the RMDHL can be either a single-phase or two-phase loop. For the present single-phase
application, a single-phase RMDHL is considered. The commercial ANSYS Fluent CFD code was employed for the numerical
simulation. The first step of the model development is the generation of a 3D CAD model of the process by SolidWorks. Both
the condenser and evaporator of the loops are enclosed with solid wall. The solid walls are aluminum and thermophysical
properties are obtained from the fluent database. The working liquid in the loops is water. To simplify the numerical
modeling an open loop configuration of the heat loop is modeled, as shown in Fig. 3c and d.

4.1. Inlet/outlet conditions specifications

The Open Loop Geometry configuration for numerical model of the RMDH loop and the mesh grid distribution for
numerical simulations of the RMDH loop is shown in Fig. 3b. The displacement of the piston xp(t) with time is [25]:

( ) ω= − ½ − ½ ( ) ( )x t S Scos t 2p

where ω is the pump frequency in radians per second. Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to time we have the mean velocity
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for the oscillating flow

( )= ω ( )u u tsin 3max

The stroke frequency n (in strokes or cycles per second) then follows from:

ω π= ( ) ( )n / 2 4

The average volume flow rate qav is equal to the product of stroke volume and pump frequency [25]:

ω π= ( ) ( )q SA/ 2 5av p

The pressure gradient takes the form:

ρ
− ∂

∂
=

( )
ωp

x
ae

1
6

i t

The definition of the critical Reynolds number for the reciprocating flow in the main pipe is given by:

ω= = ( )ωRe
D
v

354.32 7

2

4.1.1. Flow characteristics for the reciprocating mechanism
Reynolds number in the pipe indicates that the flow in the pipe is turbulent. The velocity profile for the oscillating

motion of the fluid in a pipe which is driven by a sinusoidal pressure gradient was integrated over the cross section of a pipe
as given by Eq. (2) and simplified for the Reynolds number range covering the value obtained in Eq. (6) [22,26]:

⎛
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ber(), bei(), ber’() and bei’() are kelvin functions [27].

4.2. Governing equations

The formulation in the present study is based on the three-dimensional single phase equations of continuity, mo-
mentum, and energy under the conditions of, incompressible fluid, negligible dissipation and pressure work, constant fluid
properties, and the Boussinesq approximation, along with appropriate boundary conditions, which require serious con-
sideration because of the emphasis on reciprocating motion. And all the surfaces of the heat source exposed to the sur-
roundings are assumed to be insulated except the interior walls of evaporator where constant heat flux simulates the heat
generation from different components. Based on above assumptions, the governing equations for fluid and energy transport
are:

∇ ⋅
→

= ( )V 0 13

( ) ( )ρ
ρ μ

∂
→

∂
+

→
∇

→
= − ∇ + ∇

→
( )

V

t
V V p V. 14

2

Energy in fluid flow

( )
ρ

ρ
= − ∇ ( )c

D T

Dt
k T 15p s

2



Fig. 3. (a) assembly diagram of RMDHL (b) geometry of the RMDH loop used for numerical model (c) grid distribution for the RMDH loop.
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turbulent heat transport:

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )ρ ρ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ = ∇ ( )
E
t t

V E p k T 16s
2

The cold plate has an overall dimension of 5.91″ (15 cm) by 11.81″ (30 cm) with a maximum heat input of 550 W. Energy
in heat sink solid part is modeled as

(∇ ) = ( )k T 0 17s s
2

4.3. Turbulence modeling

The turbulence parameter are obtained from the following transport equations[28–39].

4.3.1. Standard k- ɛ Model
The turbulence kinetic energy (k) and turbulence rate of dissipation (ɛ) are given as follows:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( ) ( )ρ ρ μ

μ
σ

ρε∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ + − − +
( )t

k
x

ku
x t

k
x

G G Y S
18i

i
j

t

k j
k b M k

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ρε ρε μ

μ
σ

ε ε ρ ε∂
∂

( ) + ∂
∂

( ) = ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ( + ) − +
( )ε

ε ε ε εt x
u

x t x
C

k
G C G C

k
S

19i
i

j

t

j
k b1 3 2

2

In these equations, Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients; Gb is the
generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, Gk represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in
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compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate, and εC1 , εC2 , and εC3 are the related constants [30]. The value of εC1 and

εC2 are set at 1.44 and 1.92. σk and σεare the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ɛ respectively with values 1.0 and 1.3 re-
spectively, Skand εS are source terms which in this study are set to be zero. Additional information on value selection and
modeling equations of GkGbGk and εC3 are presented in [31]. The turbulent viscosity μt is modeled as follows:

μ ρ
ε

= ( )μC
k

20t

2

and μC is set at 0.09 [30,31].

4.3.2. RNG k- ɛ Model
The RNG k- ɛ Model is a modification of the standard k- ɛ Model. It includes additional term in its ɛ equation, in-

corporating the effect of swirl on turbulence, an analytical formula for turbulent Prandtl numbers and an analytically de-
rived differential formula for effective viscosity. In addition to the documented swirl modification, additional modifications
are shown in the following formulations [32]:

(i) ( )μ + μ
σ t

t

k
in Eq. (18) is substituted with α μ.k eff

(ii) ( )μ + μ
σεt

t in Eq. (19) is substituted with α με. eff

(iii) Additional − εR in Eq. (18)
(iv) μC , εC1 and εC2 is set at 0.0845,1.42 and 1.68, respectively.

αk and αε are the inverse effective Prandtl number for k and ε respectively, and μeff is the effective viscosity [32].

4.3.3. Realizable k- ɛ Model
The Realizable k- ɛ Model is also a modification of the standard k- ɛ Model. It uses the same formulation for the k but has

an alternative formulation for ɛ, Eq. (20) [33]:
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j
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2

where C1 and C2 are constants [33].

4.3.4. Standard k- ω
The transport equations for k and the specific dissipation rate (ω) are as follows [34]:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( ) ( )ρ ρ Γ∂
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∂
( ) = ∂

∂
∂
∂
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ω ω ω ωt x
u

x x
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23i
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j j

In these equations, Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients, ωG
represents the generation of ω, Γk and Γω represent the effective diffusivity of k and ω respectively, Yk and ωY represent the
dissipation of k and ω due to turbulence. All of the preceding terms are calculated and specified in [30,34].

4.3.5. Shear-stress transport (SST) k - ω Model
The SST k- ω model is a modification of the standard k- ω model. The modifications are as follows [35]:

(i) Gk in Eq. (22) is substituted with G̃k
(ii) Additional ωD is added to Eq. (23)

Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients, calculated from Gk and ωD
represents the cross-diffusion term [30,35], Sk and ωS are source terms which in this study are set to be zero.

4.3.6. Transition k -kL-ω
For an incompressible single-phase flow with no body forces, governed by the steady Reynolds-averaged continuity and

momentum equations, and a linear eddy-viscosity model for the Reynolds stresses, the k -kL-ω governing equations for
turbulent kinetic energy k the laminar kinetic energy kL, and the scale-determining variable ω are as follows [36]:
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The various terms in the model equations represent production, destruction, and transport mechanisms [29,36].

4.3.7. Transition SST model
The transition SST model is based on the coupling of the SST k- ωmodel with two other transport equations, one for the

intermittency and one for the transition onset criteria, in terms of momentum-thickness Reynolds number. The transport
equation for the intermittencyγand the various terms in the model equations representing production, destruction, and
transport mechanisms are provided in [37–39].

4.4. Boundary conditions

The formulation in the conjugate heat transfer in the present study is based on the three-dimensional single -phase
equations of continuity, momentum, and energy under the conditions of, incompressible fluid, negligible dissipation and
pressure work, constant fluid properties, along with appropriate boundary conditions, which require serious consideration
because of the emphasis on reciprocating motion. Applied boundary conditions are given as follows:

Inlet:

( )= = ( )V V T T, 27in in out ave

Outlet:

= ∂
∂

= ( )P P
T
n

, 0 28out

Fluid–solid interface:

→
= = −

∂
∂

= − ∂
∂ ( )V T T k

T
n

k
T
n

0, , 29s s
s

At the top wall:

= −
∂
∂ ( )q k
T
n 30w s
s

Details of the numerical solution scheme are presented in Table 2. The CFD numerical algorithm utilizes Pressure Implicit
with Splitting of Operators (PISO) formulation for the solution of the Navier-Stokes and heat transport equations. Gradient
discretization was Green-Gauss Node based, pressure discretization was second order while the momentum and energy
discretization were second order upwind. The turbulent Kinetic Energy and turbulent dissipation were first order upwind
using the k-ε turbulence model. Transient formulation was second order Implicit. Appropriate under relaxations were used
to improve the numerical stability for all governing equations. The criteria for convergence was set at 10�4 for the continuity
equation, x, y and z momentum equations, and turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation equations.
5. Results

The current analysis is an open loop configuration for the reciprocating loop. The open loop configuration is achieved
using a Cþþ code which closes the loop by transferring average flow conditions at the outlet of the loop to the inlet for the
forward motion and vice versa for the reverse flow conditions. The loop assuming adiabatic, isochoric and isobaric con-
ditions. In the forward direction the Boundary conditions for the inlet remains a velocity inlet and in the reverse flow the
boundary condition reverses to a velocity outlet. The Virtual loop was implemented to reduce computational costs asso-
ciated with fluid structure interaction required in modeling the pump.

The Mesh Information for Numerical investigation is shown in Table 1, the resulting computational mesh is presented in
Fig. 3c. Numerical values for the boundary conditions is provided in Table 2. In order to establish computational accuracy,
grid independence studies are always necessary and were equally performed in this work. A time-step of 0.005 was adopted
for the study and given that convergence was achieved after an average of sixty thousand iterations, the average total flow
time was 300 s. The mesh independence studies were conducted for two more Grids with coarse and fine meshes settings in
ANSYS Fluent. With respect to temperature variation on the plate surface, the variation of the results between the coarsest
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and finest meshes was 2% while the results showed less than 1.5% change for the last two grid size. The criteria for con-
vergence was set at 10�4 for the continuity, x, y and z momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate.
While a convergence criterion of energy was set at 10�7.

The flow channel for the experimental and numerical setup of this conjugate heat transfer study consists of rectangular
channels at the heat addition site within the cold plate and circular channel in the connecting pipping of the condenser
section where heat removal occurs. The focus of the study is on the characteristic of the convection and conduction in the
rectangular channel with constant heat flux. The boundary conditions as listed in Section 4 are One-dimensional, developing
and fully developed steady heat transfer with constant thermal conductivity.

The effectiveness of the virtual loop is demonstrated when the results of this analysis is compared with similar works.
The result of the velocity profile is very similar to the results obtained by [26,40] Fig. 4a is the velocity profile obtained for a
two dimensional flow study by [26] and Fig. 4b is the result of the velocity profile for the y-z plane of the 3 dimensional flow
in this study. In agreement with [40], the velocity profile has different shapes at accelerating half and decelerating half
periods. The velocity is relatively steeper near the wall and flat towards the center. The average velocity shown in Fig. 5 has a
parabolic definition along the channel.

Temperature variation on cold plate for all the solutions is typical of the results of single phase RMDHL cooling systems
[24,41]. The temperature uniformity across the cold plate is such that the temperature is lower at the edges and gradually
increases through the middle. This variation is different from conventional cooling using dynamic pumping system where
the temperature will progressively increase from the coolant.

inlet to the outlet. Based on a time step of 0.005 adopted for the current study, the results of the numerical analysis
indicate that the scatter between the numerical model is about 2 K. The temperature range across the cold plate is within
3 °C. k- ɛ models however produces a higher temperature uniformity across the cold plate than those of the k-ω based
models. The comparism of the results of the numerical model to the data collected experimentally was done both gra-
phically and statistically.

Addition visual comparism for the results of the turbulence based numerical model was carried using a consistent prost-
processing setting, as shown in Fig. 6a–d. The figures show the temperature gradients as expected in such numerical
analysis, which is that heat enters the system from the cold plate (evaporator) and the heat is removed from the system at
the condenser, in terms of the contour of varying temperature across evaporator for varying heat transfer rate and varying
stage in the numerical simulation. From Fig. 6 it is obvious that the results of the numerical models vary significantly for the
cold plate (evaporator), condenser and the cooling fluid in the RMDHL loop. Fig. 7 is an x-y plot of the numerical results from
different turbulence models as compared with the corresponding temperature measurement at each thermocouple location.
From the results of Fig. 6, Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that some models such as RNG k-ε and Standard k-ε match the
experimental data much better than others. However, additional investigation is needed to more accurately quantify the
performance of each numerical model.

To standardize the results of this work and provide empirical basis for the results of this study to be benchmarked
against other works, a numerical model calibration template [42] is adopted for comparing and ranking numerical model
predictions for the cold plate temperature with measured data. The template investigates the accuracy of each numerical
prediction and then bench marks each numerical result against data. The template adopts y-intercept of the best-fit re-
gression (Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) and coefficient of determination (R2), the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE)
presented in Eq. (31), the percentage bias (PBIAS) presented in Eq. (32) and RMSE-observations standard deviation ratio
(RSR) presented in Eq. (33).

NSE determines the relative magnitude of the residual variance (“noise”) compared to the measured data variance
(“information”) and is the best objective function for reflecting the overall fit hydrodynamics. NSE ranges between -1 and
1.0, the closer NSE is to 1, the more accurate the prediction. PBIAS measures the average tendency of the simulated data to be
larger or smaller than the experimental data, the lower the magnitude the more accurate the model simulation, and the
optimal value would therefore be zero. RSR measures the error index and like the PBIAS, its optimal value is zero. A
summary of the statistical analysis is presented in Table 3. From the template all the models appropriately reproduce the
magnitudes of measured data. However, there are a few variations.
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Table 1
Mesh information for numerical investigation.

Domain Nodes Tetrahedron
elements

Total elements

body part 46,978 167,499 167,499
condenser part 88,243 165,196 275,326
evaporate part 129,837 149,526 338,421
All Domains 265,059 482,221 781,246



Table 2
Boundary conditions for the present simulation.

Boundary conditions Values and their range

Inlet velocity of the
evaporator

varying stroke
(cm)

7.62,

frequency (n) 0.14
Inlet velocity of the
condenser

1.223 m/s

Inlet temperature of the
condenser

283 K

Solid wall thickness 0.0001 m

Heat (Q) Heat (W) Average heat flux
(W/m2)

606.00 8,780.16
558.00 8,084.70
505.00 7,316.80
464.00 6,722.77

Fig. 4. Velocity profile for (a) pulsating viscous flow [26] (b) pulsating viscous flow for this study at various times.

Fig. 5. Average velocity variation along rectangular flow channel in the cold plate.
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Fig. 6. Temperature contours of RMDHL assembly model for various turbulence prediction model.
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In terms of computational time, the average number of iterations for convergence for all the turbulence models averaged
about 60k iterations, however the computational time for the standard k- ɛ models standard k-ω were significantly lower
while the Transition k -kL-ω was significantly higher than the other Models. This information may require when compu-
tational resources are scarce or in a system where the speed of the numerical analysis is factor to consider. A variation of
heat input for the coolant was carried out as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5a and b. For all numerical models considered the
average cold plate temperature increased with increasing heat input however, based on the empirical statistical analysis
using the template, the performance of the model is independent of heat input. Although this work did not investigate the
effect on turbulence models on pressure drop, the value of the slope of the RNG k - ɛ may indicate that the pressure drop
may be influence by the turbulence models. The value of the slope for the RNG k - ɛ model has a positive value whereas all
the other models have a negative value. Incidentally, the slope of the experimental results also has a positive value.

The value of the slope for all turbulence models as well as the experimental data is within the range of 71. The slope
indicates that all the results from all the turbulence models provide the measured experimental values are linearly related.
From the y intercept and the slope values the data suggests that the RNG k - ɛ provides the best prediction for the magnitude



Fig. 7. Temperature distributions over the cold plate for experimental and the numerical models for (a)8.8 kW/m2 (b)6.7 kW/m2.
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of average temperature of the measured data. The Slope indicates that the RNG k - ɛ also provides a better prediction of the
linear variation in temperature across.

the cold plate surface. NSE, RSR and PBIAS for all the numerical models were less than 71, implying that all the tur-
bulence models will provide strongly suitable correlations to the experimental results. This note is of importance to address
the point raised in the introductions that correlation for oscillating flow are not explicitly developed as they are obtained
from using correlations relating to continuous flow because in the correlations for modeling.

The PBIAS the show that the magnitude of the results for the numerical k-ω based models tend to be larger than the
magnitude of the experimental data. Physical examination of the plots indicates that the k-ω models may provide a better
prediction of the fluctuations in temperature. But the RSR values suggest that the k-ω Models contain more noise related
values than the k- ɛ Model. This is of interest as traditionally, k-ω Models are preferred to the k- ɛ Model for internal flows.
The reason for this may be associated with the k-ω Models contain a wall function as part of its formulation, and the
sinusoidal variation of flow velocity and pressure may make the results of the k-ωModels less stable when compared to the
results of the k- ɛ models. On the other hand, NSE indicates how well the plot of observed data fits the simulated data [42].
We can conclude that the RNG k- ɛ Model based models provide better magnitude predictions, collinearity to the measured
data, and least noise. The standard k- ɛ model and the realizable k- ɛ Model and just as effective as standard k- ɛ models but
the k-ω based models were the least accurate in magnitude prediction.
6. Conclusion

In order to improve the accuracy of CFD model for the RMDHL, extensive numerical simulations with different turbu-
lence models have been carried out to study fully developed turbulent, low velocity and high heat reciprocating flow. The
flow statistics obtained from the numerical results of seven selected turbulent prediction models and available measure-
ment data have been compared, and in general a good agreement between the numerical simulation and experiment is
obtained. The accuracy of the numerical models against the experimental data was also quantitatively analyzed. To identify
the most accurate turbulence prediction model, template of Moriasi et al. [42], adopted. The results indicate that for a close
prediction of the average cold plate temperature, the standard k- ɛ Model models provides the best accuracy while the RNG



Fig. 8. y-intercept of the best-fit regression temperature distributions over the cold plate.

Table 3
Results for statistical and ranking for turbulent prediction methods.

Model Experiment Realizable k - ɛ RNG k - ɛ Standard k-ɛ SST-k-ω Standard k-ω Transition k -kL-ω Transition SST

Regression r 0.62 0.67 0.56 0.51 0.39 0.30 0.60
R2 0.067 0.007 0.001 0.019 0.096 0.028 0.320 0.030
Slope 0.058 �0.016 0.009 �0.016 �0.044 �0.002 �0.121 �0.031
Intercept 310.43 311.06 310.94 311.03 312.03 312.00 311.97 311.71

NSE 0.12 0.11 0.15 �3.31 �3.97 �1.63 �1.78
PBIAS �0.08 �0.08 �0.07 �0.35 �0.37 �0.21 �0.27
RSR 0.94 0.94 0.92 2.08 2.23 1.62 1.67
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k- ɛ Model provides more accurate information with respect to variations in temperature across the cold plate surface and
will generally provide the best qualitative and quantitative basis for additional modeling consideration for future RMDHL
study.
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